NOW! GET A 14hp POWER KING with a 4-SPEED TRANSMISSION

Now Power King offers a new 4-speed transmission in its 1614 and 2414 models. Featuring 4 powerful forward speed selections, this single transmission will let you use your Power King tractor in slow speed applications, such as plowing or tilling, blowing snow or front end loading, and do the job easily and effectively. And reverse allows you to move the tractor at a rapid 3.6 mph (24” wheels). With a first gear reduction ratio of 421.5 to 1, this new transmission does not require tandem application to propel the tractor at a barely creeping .7 mph (16” wheels) while the PTO driven attachment runs at its full operating speed.

You’ll feel you’re fairly flying as the 6.9 mph (24” wheels) it achieves in fourth gear takes you to or from your work site. And it makes really short work of mowing big, grassy areas.

Machined with precision, this new 4-speed transmission in Power King’s dependable all-gear drive system gives you all the options you need to fine tune your tractor’s performance to almost any job you might have.

SPECIFICATIONS

Four speeds forward, one reverse. “H” shift pattern with extension for “first” gear. Cast iron housing 50 ft./lb. torque rating. Reductions: First, 7.83:1; Second, 2.64:1; Third, 1.47:1; Fourth, 1.00:1; Reverse, 1.92:1

Gear Reductions:
First Gear: 421.5:1      Fourth Gear: 53.6:1
Second Gear: 141.5:1    Reverse Gear: 101.8:1
Third Gear: 79.1:1

Ground Speeds: (@3400 rpm)
16” Rear Wheels 24” Rear Wheels
First       .7 mph     .9 mph
Second      2.2 mph    2.6 mph
Third       3.9 mph    4.7 mph
Fourth      5.7 mph    6.9 mph
Reverse     3.0 mph    3.6 mph

EASY SHIFT PATTERN

The shift lever has a familiar “H” pattern with a “first” gear extension in the right far forward position. You’ll use this gear selection when you need very slow ground speed with full engine power for your tiller or snowblower. “Second” gear position is between “first” and “neutral” while “reverse” is just behind “neutral” also on the right. The higher speed “third” and “fourth” gear positions are both conveniently in the left forward and rearward locations. So from tilling tough turf to mowing a big lawn, you will find this sturdy new transmission a pleasure to operate and versatile enough to meet your every need.